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Your recent article, “Catastrophic Sedation Errors Can be Avoided by Using 

CO2 Monitoring and Following Guidelines” (2021;47[4]:1,18-24), made several excellent 

recommendations that can significantly reduce unnecessary morbidity and mortality 

resulting from sedation. 

However, I would like to emphasize one critical point that was not emphasized in the 

article: the issue of hypoxia, particularly during upper endoscopy. Inadequate ventilation 

eventually leads to profound hypoxia, and prolonged profound hypoxia can lead to 

catastrophic outcomes. 
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A Note on Catastrophic Sedation Errors 

 
 
 
 

In a review article in this publication (Gonzalez RM. “Hypoxia During Upper Endoscopy: 

A Serious Problem and a New Solution,” Anesthesiology News Special Edition 2019;60-

63), I catalogued and analyzed the various factors that can contribute to the hypoxia 

that is frequently observed during upper endoscopies. One of these factors is the 

routine use of a suboptimal supplemental oxygen delivery system. Although full-face 

oxygen masks provide a much higher FiO2 (fraction of inspired oxygen) than nasal 

cannulas, the solid plastic dome of traditional oxygen masks obstructs the insertion of 

the endoscope. As a result, nasal or oral oxygen cannulas have been the standard 

default oxygen delivery system for upper endoscopies for decades. However, because 

of entrainment of and dilution by room air during inspiration, these “open face” 

techniques are necessarily limited in the maximum FiO2 that they can deliver. 

In that article on hypoxia during upper endoscopy, I shared my very positive clinical 

experience with a new type of commercially available, FDA-approved oxygen delivery 

system designed to help overcome these technical problems: endoscopy oxygen 

masks. These clear plastic, disposable oxygen face masks have self-sealing oral and 

nasal ports that permit easy insertion of the endoscope. They also have a built-in 

capnography port to allow continuous waveform capnography, which Kaye et al so 

strongly and appropriately advocate in their article for the early detection of 

hypoventilation. 

The principle of maximally pre-oxygenating the patient to significantly prolong the safe 

apneic time until the onset of critical hypoxemia is well established in the anesthesia 

literature and in clinical practice in the operating room. In a classic editorial in the 

journal Anesthesiology (1999;91[3]:603-605), Dr. Jonathan Benumof articulated the 

compelling reasons for pre-oxygenating all patients: “To provide the maximum time 

that: 1) the patient can tolerate apnea, and 2) for the provider to solve a cannot 
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intubate/cannot oxygenate situation. Moreover, because a cannot intubate/cannot 

oxygenate situation is largely unpredictable, the desirability to maximally pre-oxygenate 

is theoretically present for all patients.” Maximal pre-oxygenation cannot be achieved 

with the FiO2 percentages provided by nasal cannulas (25%-40%). By contrast, 

endoscopy oxygen masks can deliver an FiO2 of up to 95%. 

Toward the goal of maximizing patient safety and minimizing catastrophic sedation-

related events, I would therefore expand the recommendations for safety during 

sedation to include proper training, staffing and availability of proper resuscitative 

equipment; strict adherence to safety guidelines; continuous capnography; careful 

clinical observation; early and aggressive intervention; and the routine use of a superior 

oxygen delivery system, such as endoscopic oxygen masks. 

We owe this to our patients. 
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